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練習問題

（２５.２.９）

The government plans to promote a new category of microcompact

６３

vehicles, the first new category of vehicle to be established under the

１３５

law since 1963.

２０４

These new cars will likely appeal to elderly people

and others who will use them for shopping or visiting places near their

２７６

homes.

３４４

Most of them will be electric and much more environmentally

３８０

friendly than current automobiles.
The vehicles will also be useful in rural areas where declining
populations have driven bus services out of business.

Easy to drive

４４４
５１３

and park, and built with safety in mind, microcompact cars will be good

５８５

for transporting smaller items.

６５２

With so many positive points, one

wonders why the government took so long to change the rules and create

７２３

this new category.

７７３

It should have acted sooner.

８３０

Hopefully, the government's process for establishing new
regulations is being streamlined.

Many details must be worked out

before the microcompact cars become a regular part of daily life,
together with safety regulations and a reasonable tax rate.

Their

introduction will hopefully spark innovation in other product areas.
The central government should strive to encourage this kind of
innovation.

Without it first establishing a new category,

automobile makers cannot even get started.

To mass produce microcompact

８９７
９６３
１０３０
１１００
１１６３
１２２２
１２９５

cars, manufacturers need assistance and adequate regulatory structures.

１３６８

After that, Japan's highly developed consumer market can take over.

１４３７

Once on the market, microcompact cars will surely tap into Japan's

１５０４

love of small, cute things, practical comforts and convenience.

１５６９

To rev its idling economic engine, Japan will need more products

１６３４

like this, but just as important it will need to improve its regulatory

１７０６

system and government oversight.

１７７８

The future of the economy will depend

on companies that can innovate and on a bureaucracy that can promote new

１８５１

products in a prompt, efficient and safe manner.

１８９９
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